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ABSTRACT
Context. Extended filamentary Hα emission nebulae are a striking feature of nearby galaxy clusters but the formation mechanism of
the filaments, and the processes which shape their morphology remain unclear.
Aims. We conduct an investigation into the formation, evolution and destruction of dense gas in the center of a simulated, Perseus-like,
cluster under the influence of a spin-driven jet. The jet is powered by the supermassive black hole located in the cluster’s brightest
cluster galaxy. We particularly study the role played by condensation of dense gas from the diffuse intracluster medium, and the
impact of direct uplifting of existing dense gas by the jets, in determining the spatial distribution and kinematics of the dense gas.
Methods. We present a hydrodynamical simulation of an idealised Perseus-like cluster using the adaptive mesh refinement code ram-
ses. Our simulation includes a supermassive black hole (SMBH) that self-consistently tracks its spin evolution via its local accretion,
and in turn drives a large-scale jet whose direction is based on the black hole’s spin evolution. The simulation also includes a live dark
matter (DM) halo, a SMBH free to move in the DM potential, star formation and stellar feedback.
Results. We show that the formation and destruction of dense gas is closely linked to the SMBH’s feedback cycle, and that its
morphology is highly variable throughout the simulation. While extended filamentary structures readily condense from the hot intra-
cluster medium, they are easily shattered into an overly clumpy distribution of gas during their interaction with the jet driven outflows.
Condensation occurs predominantly onto infalling gas located 5 - 15 kpc from the center during quiescent phases of the central AGN,
when the local ratio of the cooling time to free fall time falls below 20, i.e. when tcool/tff < 20.
Conclusions. We find evidence for both condensation and uplifting of dense gas, but caution that purely hydrodynamical simulations
struggle to effectively regulate the cluster cooling cycle and produce overly clumpy distributions of dense gas morphologies, compared
to observation.
Key words. Galaxies: clusters: intracluster medium – Galaxies: jets – Galaxies: clusters: general – Methods: numerical – Hydrody-
namics
1. Introduction
One of the most striking features of the nearby Perseus clus-
ter, NGC1275, is the extended filamentary Hα emission nebula
in its center (Lynds 1970; Heckman et al. 1989; Crawford &
Fabian 1992; Conselice et al. 2001; Hatch et al. 2007; Fabian
et al. 2008). Harbouring up to 5 × 1010 M of cold gas (Salomé,
P. et al. 2006), this emission nebula has a filamentary morphol-
ogy, with individual filaments up to 40 kpc long and only 70 pc
wide (Conselice et al. 2001; Fabian et al. 2016). Within the ex-
tended, filamentary Hα emission, dense clumps of molecular gas
have been observed (Salomé, P. et al. 2006; Lim et al. 2012), and
some filaments show signs of star formation (Fabian et al. 2008;
Canning et al. 2010, 2014). Larger observational samples have
shown that the Perseus cluster is not the only object to house
such Hα emission nebulae, with many massive galaxy clusters
showing similar features (Crawford & Fabian 1992; Heckman
et al. 1989; McDonald et al. 2010, 2012; Olivares et al. 2019) in
their center. Where does this gas come from, and what causes its
characteristic filamentary morphology?
? ricarda.beckmann@iap.fr
Finding cold gas in cluster centers is not unexpected. As
cooling times in the intra-cluster medium (ICM) of massive
galaxy clusters are short, a massive cooling flow of the order of
100 − 1000 M yr−1 is expected to develop in the cluster center
(Fabian 1994). However, observed star formation rates in clus-
ters are of the order of only 1-10% of the naive cooling rate in-
ferred from X-ray observations (McDonald et al. 2018). Clusters
must therefore contain a heating source which prevents over-
cooling and slows down star formation. Many clusters show evi-
dence for extended jets powered by active galactic nuclei (AGN),
which are inflating large cavities in the ICM whose power is suf-
ficient to offset cooling (McNamara & Nulsen 2007; Rafferty
et al. 2006; Fabian 2012). Via the self-regulation cycle, which
consists of cold gas feeding the AGN, which in turn powers a jet,
which then inflates cavities that heat the ICM, AGN are expected
to play a decisive role in determining the cooling and star forma-
tion properties of the cluster (see McNamara & Nulsen 2007;
Fabian 2012, for a review). This picture of self-regulation cycles
from AGN jets is getting increasing support from hydrodynami-
cal simulations both in an idealised (Cattaneo & Teyssier 2007;
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Gaspari et al. 2011; Li & Bryan 2014a) and in a cosmological
context (Dubois et al. 2010).
The cospatiality of the Hα emission nebula with the AGN
jets and bubbles suggests that the AGN might not only con-
trol global cooling properties of the cluster but also be more di-
rectly responsible for the morphology of the existing dense gas
(Salomé, P. et al. 2006; Russell et al. 2017; Vantyghem et al.
2017, 2018; McKinley et al. 2018; Tremblay et al. 2018). The of-
ten complex line-of-sight velocity field of the nebula in Perseus
also suggests that this gas is not merely free-falling, or rotation-
ally supported (McDonald et al. 2012; Gendron-Marsolais et al.
2018), but most likely interacts with the turbulence injected by
the AGN jets and buoyantly rising bubbles (Fabian et al. 2003;
Hatch et al. 2006; Revaz et al. 2008). However, with only line-of-
sight velocity information, the three-dimensional velocity pat-
tern of gas is difficult to ascertain.
Simulations by McCourt et al. (2012) and Sharma et al.
(2012) showed that even for a globally thermally stable ICM
(required to avoid overly strong cooling flows) dense gas can
condense out of the hot ICM via local thermal instabilities for
sufficiently low values of tcool/tff . Here, tcool is the local cooling
time
tcool =
3
2
nkBT
neniΛ
, (1)
where ni, ne and n are the ion, electron and total number density
respectively, T is the temperature and Λ the cooling rate. The
free fall time is
tff =
(
2r
g
) 1
2
, (2)
where g is the local gravitational acceleration and r is the ra-
dius from the cluster center. Condensation into multi-phase can
take place when locally tcool/tff < 1, but it is also observed for
larger values of the radial tcool/tff profile due to the turbulence
and inhomogeneities injected by uplifting hot gas from the clus-
ter center via AGN driven feedback processes (Voit et al. 2017;
Voit 2018). It has been confirmed observationally that molecu-
lar gas is observed at the minima of tcool/tff profiles (Hogan et al.
2017; Pulido et al. 2018; Olivares et al. 2019), with some of these
authors stressing that only tcool determines condensation rates as
the growth of linear perturbations is largely independent of the
geometry of the gravitational potential (Choudhury & Sharma
2016).
Simulations have shown that the turbulence injected by AGN
feedback can cause the local thermal instabilities predicted by
McCourt et al. (2012), but struggle to reproduce the observed
morphologies, with dense gas having either a very clumpy mor-
phology (Li & Bryan 2014b; Yang & Reynolds 2016a) or set-
tling into a massive central disk (Gaspari et al. 2012; Li & Bryan
2014a,b; Prasad et al. 2015). While the latter has been observed
in some clusters, such as in Hydra-A (Hamer et al. 2014; Oli-
vares et al. 2019), only a small central disk is observed in Perseus
(Nagai et al. 2019). The dense gas morphology therefore seems
to sensitively trace the energy balanced in the ICM.
One feature of these clusters is that the cold gas is expected
to rain down on the AGN in a cold and chaotic fashion (Gaspari
et al. 2013; Voit & Donahue 2015; Voit et al. 2017), so the cold
gas accreted by the black hole is expected to lack coherent angu-
lar momentum, which in turn could lead to a reorientation of the
black hole spin axis over time. In this paper, we investigate the
impact of this chaotic dense accretion on the formation of further
gas by explicitly tracing the spin of the black hole, and using this
black hole spin axis as the axis for the AGN driven jet (Dubois
et al. 2014). In contrast to existing simulations, which rely on
a fixed jet axis with pre-defined precession within a narrow jet
cone (Li & Bryan 2014a; Yang & Reynolds 2016a; Ruszkowski
et al. 2017; Li et al. 2017; Prasad et al. 2018; Martizzi et al. 2019;
Wang et al. 2019), the spin driven approach used here is able to
inject turbulence over a larger volume of the cluster center, and
to respond dynamically to the evolving dense gas morphology
throughout the simulation.
In this paper, we will investigate the formation and time evo-
lution of dense gas structures in a Perseus-like cluster under the
influence of a spin-driven jet, with a particular focus on clump
dynamics. The simulations are introduced in section 2. A general
overview of results is given in section 3.1, the jet evolution is
studied in Section 3.2 and the clump properties are investigated
in Section 3.3. A detailed look at the role of uplifting in clump
properties and dynamics is given in Section 3.4, and the impact
of condensation is studied in Section 3.5. A discussion of results
can be found in section 4, and conclusions are summarised in 5.
2. Simulation setup
This paper presents a set of hydrodynamical simulations of iso-
lated galaxy clusters, produced with the adaptive mesh refine-
ment code ramses (Teyssier 2002).
2.1. Technical details and refinement
For the simulations presented here, the Euler equations are
solved with the second order MUSCL-Hancock scheme, which
computes Godunov fluxes using an approximate HLLC Riemann
solver and a MinMod total variation diminishing scheme to re-
construct the interpolated variables. The Courant factor is set to
a value of 0.8.
The simulation is performed in box of size 8 Mpc with a root
grid of 643, and then adaptively refined to a maximum resolu-
tion of 120 pc. Refinement proceeds according to several crite-
ria. We use a quasi-Lagrangian criterion: when a cell contains
a mass greater than 3.5 × 109 M, it is refined ( and it is dere-
fined if it contains less than 0.125 this). We also use a Jeans-
based criterion: a cell is refined until the local Jeans length is
> 4 times the cell size. To refine regions of interest to this
work, we also employ two additional refinement criteria. First,
the cell containing the BH is forced to be refined at the maxi-
mum resolution. Second, a passive scalar variable is injected by
the BH jet with a mass density ρscalar equals to that of the gas
ρgas, which is advected with the gas and marks regions affected
by BH feedback. The scalar decays exponentially, with a decay
time of tjet = 10 Myr to ensure that the scalar traces only re-
cent AGN feedback events. After testing different decay times,
we can confirm that the results do not sensitively depend on this
value. To resolve the AGN bubbles, cells are allowed to be fur-
ther refined when the scalar fraction exceeds ρscalar/ρgas > 10−4,
equivalent to 92 Myr since the last feedback event, and its rela-
tive variation from one cell to another exceeds 10−2. The latter
two refinement criteria ensure that the regions affected by AGN
feedback, including the hot, low density bubbles which would
de-refine under a purely Lagrangian refinement scheme, remain
maximally refined over a reasonable duration of the jet propaga-
tion and mixing with hot ICM.
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2.2. Initial conditions
The initial conditions for dark matter (DM) and gas consist of a
cored Navarro-Frenk-White profile:
ρDM = (1 − fgas)ρs r
3
s
(r + rcore)(r + rs)2
, (3)
where rs = r200/c is the scale radius, rcore = 20 kpc is the core
radius, ρs = ρcδ200 is the density scaling of the profile, with ρc
the critical density of the Universe. The rescaling factor δ200 =
200Ωm
3
c3
f (c) , where f (c) = ln(1+c)−c/(1+c), to the radius at which
the average density of the profile is 200 times the mean density
of the Universe. fgas is the gas fraction of the halo, here taken to
be 15 %. The halo has a concentration parameter c = 6.8, and a
virial velocity v200 = 1250 km s−1.
DM particles have a mass resolution of 3.7 × 108 M and
are distributed using the dice code (Perret et al. 2014). The pro-
file is truncated at a radius 2.2 Mpc, for a total DM halo mass
of 3.4 × 1014 M. DM particle are live and able to move under
gravity, allowing the DM potential to respond to the evolution of
the cluster core throughout the simulation.
Gas is initiated in hydrostatic equilibrium assuming a gas
fraction of 15 % distributed according to the profile of the DM
(see Eq. 3), and then allowed to cool. As part of the initial con-
ditions, turbulence is injected into the gas with a velocity dis-
persion of 15 km s−1, but no rotation is added to the halo. This
small initial velocity dispersion in the hot gas serves to break the
symmetry of the initial conditions. Metallicity is initially set to
0.3 Z throughout, and the BH sinkparticle is placed in the cen-
tre of the halo. No stars are added as part of the initial conditions.
In order to avoid edge effects, the halo is placed in a sufficiently
large box (8 Mpc on a side), and initiated with a gas density of
9.8 × 10−8 cm−3 outside of the truncation radius of the halo.
2.3. Cooling
The metal-dependent cooling of the gas is followed using the
tabulated values of Sutherland & Dopita (1993) down to 104 K.
The cooling function is extended below 104 K with the fitting
functions from Rosen & Bregman (1995). Solar abundance ra-
tios of the elements is assumed throughout independent of the
overall metallicity.
2.4. Star formation and stellar feedback
Star formation proceeds according to a combined density and
temperature criterion, with star formation permitted in cells with
hydrogen number density of nH > 1 H cm−3 and temperature
T < 104 K. The mass resolution of stars is nHmp∆x3/XH =
5.6 × 104 M, where XH = 0.74 is the fractional abundance of
hydrogen. The star formation rate density proceeds according to
a Schmidt law ρ˙∗ = ∗ρ/tff , where ρ is the gas density, tff is the
gas free-fall time, and ∗ = 0.1 is the constant efficiency of star
formation.
Stellar feedback is included in the form of type II super-
novae only. We use the energy-momentum model of Kimm et al.
(2015) with each stellar particle releasing an energy of e∗,SN =
m∗ηSN1050 erg M−1 at once after 10 Myr, where ηSN = 0.2 cor-
responding to the mass fraction of the initial mass function for
stars ending up their life as type II supernovae, and m∗ is the
stellar particle mass. These explosions also enrich the gas with
metals with a constant yield of 0.1. Metals are treated as a single
species and are advected as a passive scalar.
2.5. Black hole accretion and feedback
AGN feedback from the central BH is followed using the model
from Dubois et al. (2010) with several modifications that in-
clude the self-consistent evolution of the BH spin (Dubois et al.
2014) and the spin-dependent feedback efficiency (Dubois et al.,
in prep.).
A BH “sink” particle is placed at the centre of the halo as
part of the initial conditions, with a mass of 3.4 × 108 M. The
BH is then free to move across the grid throughout the simula-
tion. To compensate for unresolved dynamical friction from the
stars within the host galaxy, an analytic drag force is applied to
the sink particle according to Pfister et al. (2019). We do not
model the equally unresolved gas drag explicitly as the difficulty
in measuring the relative velocity between the sink and the tur-
bulent ISM introduces too many numerical artifacts in the black
holes trajectory (see Beckmann et al. 2019). A particular worry
is the black hole getting attached to its own feedback and ejected
from the central galaxy, which we avoid here by not using a sub-
grid prescription for the gas drag.
The BH accretes according to the Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton ac-
cretion rate
M˙BHL =
G2M2BH ρ¯
(c¯s2 + v¯2)3/2
, (4)
where ρ¯, c¯s and v¯ are the mass weighted local average density,
sound speed and relative velocity between the gas and the BH.
All quantities are measured within a sphere with radius 4∆xmin
centered on the instantaneous position of the BH, with the BH
free to move across the grid. ∆xmin is the size of the smallest
resolution element of the simulation. Accretion is not limited to
the Eddington accretion rate.
The AGN feedback is modelled with jets following the injec-
tion method from Dubois et al. (2010). At each feedback event,
feedback energy
E˙feed = ηMADM˙BHLc2 (5)
(where c is the speed of light) is injected as kinetic energy within
all cells contained in a cylinder of radius 0.4 kpc and height
0.8 kpc. The cylinders is aligned with the BH spin axis. The
efficiency ηMAD is a spin-dependent efficiency obtained from
magnetically arrested disc (MAD) simulations from McKinney
et al. (2012), which has a minimum at a spin of 0, and a max-
imum at a spin of 1. The BH spin-up rate is taken from the
same simulations. The AGN jet is always taken to be aligned
with the BH spin axis, and the conditions for BH-disc alignment
in misaligned grid-scale gas angular momentum (with that of
the BH spin) is obtained by Lense-Thirring considerations (see
Dubois et al. 2014, for details). As the spin-axis changes self-
consistently throughout the simulation, we do not need to add
any explicit precession to the jet, as it naturally arises from the
chaotic nature of the cold gas accretion onto the BH (Gaspari
et al. 2013), which regularly changes the BH spin direction over
time (see Section 3.2).
As mentioned in Section 2.1, a passive scalar of density
ρscalar = ρgas is injected within the feedback cylinder at each
feedback event, where ρgas is the gas density. This scalar then
decays exponentially with a decay time of 10 Myr, allowing
cells recently affected by the AGN jet to be identified. There-
fore, with the AGN passive scalar quantity, one can define
an age for the gas that has been impacted by the AGN, with
tAGN = −10 ln (Yscalar) Myr, where Yscalar = ρscalar/ρgas.
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2.6. Tracer particles
To follow the dynamical history of gas in the simulation we
employ Monte-Carlo based tracer particles from Cadiou et al.
(2019). These tracer particles are a significant improvement over
classical “velocity”-based tracer particles, in particular in re-
gions with strongly converging flows such as cold gas condensa-
tion and gas collapsing under self-gravity. We set up 2 × 108
tracer particles, with each particle tracing a gas mass of 4 ×
105 M. They are initially distributed according to the gas den-
sity profile in the initial conditions, out to a radius of 200 kpc.
3. Results
3.1. Cluster evolution
As can be seen in Fig. 1, which shows the gas density, temper-
ature, AGN age (see section 2.5) and the gas radial velocity at
various times, the gas in the cluster develops a multi-phase struc-
ture with a complex morphology that evolves significantly over
the course of the simulation.
The hot gas in the intra-cluster medium, which has tempera-
tures in the range 0.09 − 1131 keV (106 − 1.3 × 1010 K), cools
down and condensates into dense clumps and filaments within
the central 50 kpc of the cluster, with an average temperature of
the dense gas of 4.0×10−4 keV (4.6×103 K). This dense gas falls
towards the center where it feeds the central BH and thereby trig-
gers the AGN jet, which, in return, interacts with existing dense
gas and stirs turbulence into the hot gas, generating hot outflows
with outflow velocities up to 3.5 × 104 km s−1. As the radio jet
is oriented along the SMBH spin axis, which in turn is updated
according to the chaotic cold accretion onto the central BH (Gas-
pari et al. 2013; Voit et al. 2017), the jet continuously re-orients
throughout the simulation (see Section 3.2 for details). As a re-
sult, the shapes of the jet relics indicated by the “AGN age” also
change significantly over time.
More quantitatively, Fig. 2 shows that gas begins to cool after
approximately 100 Myr, equivalent to the initial cooling time of
gas in the cluster center as set by the initial conditions. Dense
gas, for the remainder of the analysis, is defined to be gas with a
maximum temperature of 106 K. By 139 Myr, the dense gas mass
first exceeds 109 M, and the cluster enters a cyclic behaviour
where dense gas repeatedly builds up to a total mass in excess of
2 × 1010 M before being reduced to closer to 2 × 109 M.
We have split the evolution of the cluster into two regimes us-
ing the total dense gas mass. A cooling dominated regime, when
the total dense gas mass of the cluster increases (marked with
a grey background in Fig. 2), and a heating dominated regime,
when the total dense gas mass of the cluster decreases. The
regime of the cluster is evaluated using the smoothed derivative
of the mass of dense gas Mgas,dense. The total dense gas mass in
the cluster can be reduced in a number of different ways: dense
gas can be consumed in star formation, accreted onto the BH or
destroyed via hot winds or shocks driven by AGN feedback.
AGN activity (see second panel of Fig. 2) is highest dur-
ing the heating-dominated phase, with maxima in dense gas fol-
lowed by maxima in AGN activity within 50 Myr or less. These
peaks in AGN activity destroy dense gas in the cluster, causing
the AGN to enter a low feedback state until the dense gas mass
has had time to build up again. Only a small fraction of the gas
is directly accreted by the SMBH, as can be seen by the fact that
the mass increase of the SMBH mass in the top panel of Fig. 2
is much smaller than the decrease in dense gas mass over the
equivalent period of time.
As can be seen in the bottom panel of Fig. 2, the star forma-
tion rate varies strongly over time, following the general trends
set by the total dense gas mass in the cluster. There are clear
bursts of star formation in the cooling dominated interval. This
suggests that a significant amount of the dense gas is directly
consumed by star formation. At peaks of up to 1000 Myr−1, the
star formation rate of our simulated cluster is extremely high in
comparison to observations, which for equivalent mass clusters
report star formation rates in the range 1 − 100 M yr−1 (O’Dea
et al. 2008). The dense gas mass, by contrast, falls close to the
1010 − 1011 M observed in Perseus (Bridges & Irwin 1998; Sa-
lomé, P. et al. 2006; Mittal et al. 2015). The SFR might be so
elevated in comparison to observations because gas is cooling
too efficiently to start with, or because gas is being converted too
efficiently into stars once cooled. The latter is discussed further
in Sec. 4.1.
If gas in the cluster is cooling too efficiently, too much gas is
transitioning from the hot, diffuse phase to the dense phase. The
X-ray luminosity of the central 50 kpc of the simulated cluster
are in the range of 1.2 − 5.3 × 1045 erg s−1 , with the observed
values for Perseus of 1.26 × 1045 s−1 (Ebeling et al. 1996) at the
lower end of that range. While the initial conditions were cho-
sen to reproduce observed profiles, the emitted X-ray luminosity
increases due to the gas cooling in the cluster center.
One limitation of the simulation presented here is the lack
of cosmological context, which means that heating due to turbu-
lence injected by large-scale phenomena, such as galaxy mergers
or anisotropic accretion, is absent. In addition, being purely hy-
drodynamical, the simulation disregards effects such as magnetic
fields and other non-thermal energy sources such as cosmic rays,
which could heat the gas and provide an extra pressure support
against collapse on small scales.
Currently, we rely on equilibrium cooling with an initially
uniform metallicity of 0.3 Z everywhere, based on observations
of the metallicity in the outskirts of Perseus by Werner et al.
(2013). By 1 Gyr, the volume weighted metallicity in the central
50 kpc of the hot ICM has risen to 0.36 Z due to stellar feed-
back. While this is higher than the initial value, it still falls below
the value of 0.6 observed by Schmidt et al. (2002). One possi-
bility is that equilibrium cooling assumed here over-estimates
the contribution of metal cooling at high temperatures. X-rays
emitted by the AGN could dissociate metals in high temperature
gas, reducing their contribution to cooling (Dubois et al. 2011;
Agertz et al. 2013).
If radiative transfer and non-equilibrium processes were in-
cluded, the hard X-rays emitted by the AGN would be able to
photo-ionize some important metal coolants further so that their
contribution to cooling is reduced (e.g. Gnedin & Hollon 2012;
Segers et al. 2017). As metal line cooling is the dominant cool-
ing channel for gas between 105 − 107 K, shutting down metal
cooling would hamper the transition of gas from the hot, dif-
fuse phase to the dense phase. To test this hypothesis, we ran a
simulation using a cooling function in which the metal cooling
function is modified by a kernel
fcool = exp
− ( T104 K
)10 , (6)
which effectively shuts off metal cooling for gas with tempera-
tures above T > 104 K. As can be seen in the bottom panel of
Fig. 2, while the initial cooling is delayed in comparison to the
fiducial simulation, SFRs remain high even with truncated metal
line cooling and the evolution of dense gas is qualitative indistin-
guishable between the two simulations. We therefore conclude
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Fig. 1: Projections of (from left to right) density, temperature, radial velocity and the time since a cell has been affected by AGN
feedback, tAGN, at five different points in time. Radial velocity and temperature are weighted by tAGN. Radial velocity is measured in
3D space with the SMBH at the origin, and negative velocities are inflowing. Contours are based on the plot of tAGN, and are drawn
at 10 (solid), 50 (dashed) and 200 (dotted) Myr. The location of the SMBH is marked by a white cross, and black contours in the
right hand column denote the outline of dense gas structures. The white dotted line lies along the instantaneous jet axis, which is
plotted to be exactly 10 kpc long in 3D space. The shorter it appears, the more it is aligned with the line of sight of the image (here
taken to be the z-axis of the box at all times).
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Fig. 2: Top panel: Time evolution of cluster properties includ-
ing stellar mass Mstar, BH mass MBH and gas mass Mgas. Middle
panel: AGN luminosity, X-ray luminosity of hot gas within 50
kpc of the cluster center, and the dense mass again for compar-
ison. Bottom panel: SFR, as well as the dense gas mass again
for comparison, for both the fiducial simulation and for a com-
panion simulation without metal cooling for gas with T > 104
K (see text for details). Dense gas is defined to be gas with a
temperature at or below Tdense = 106 K, hot, diffuse gas with
a temperature above that. White and grey background colours
show the heating and cooling dominated regimes of the fiducial
simulation.
that metal line cooling is not the root cause of the over-cooling
reported here. It is more likely that the over-cooling occurs due
the absence of non-thermal energies from cosmic rays, which are
expected to be able to offset as much as 60 % of the thermal cool-
ing in a cluster environment (Pfrommer 2013; Jacob & Pfrom-
mer 2017a,b; Ruszkowski et al. 2017), while only contributing
on the percent level to the overall pressure (Reimer et al. 2004;
Brown et al. 2011). Due to the large reservoir of heat in cluster
outskirts, thermal conductivity in massive clusters can also be an
efficient process to bring balance back to the hot cooling gas in
the center of clusters (Narayan & Medvedev 2001; Ruszkowski
& Oh 2010; Yang & Reynolds 2016b; Kannan et al. 2017). These
avenue of investigation will be explored in future work.
3.2. Jet evolution and turbulence in the cluster
One important difference between the work presented here, and
previous works on the subject (Li & Bryan 2014a,b; Yang &
Reynolds 2016a; Ruszkowski et al. 2017; Li et al. 2017; Cielo
et al. 2018; Martizzi et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019) is that our jet
axis is not fixed throughout the simulation, nor do we add ex-
plicit precession. Instead, the spin evolution of the BH not only
determines the feedback energy but also, crucially, the direction
of the jet, as the jet axis is taken to be aligned with the BH spin
axis, and the BH spin axis is continuously updated according to
the angular momentum of accreted gas.
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Fig. 3: Spin evolution of the SMBH, showing the spin magnitude
(top panel), and the two angles defining the SMBH axis (second
+ third panel) and the angular momentum of the accreted gas
at that particular timestep (bottom two panels). The angles are
measured in the box frame, and are defined to be the same as in
polar coordinates, where θjet is measured in the x-y plane of the
box (shown in Fig. 1) and φjet is the angle with the z-axis (the
line of sight in Fig. 1). Angles are measured in the range 0 ≤ θ <
360◦ and 0 ≤ φ < 180◦. Discontinuous jumps from just below
the upper end of the range, to just above the lower end of the
range, or vice versa, are due to the cyclic nature of the coordinate
system. The top three panels show both the fiducial simulation,
and a second, identical simulation initiated with a higher spin
value. White and grey background colours show the heating and
cooling dominated regimes of the fiducial simulation.
Fig. 3 shows that the direction of the jet explores the full
parameter space of the simulation, repeatedly traversing the full
range of both polar and azimuthal angles (0 ≤ θjet < 360◦ and
0 ≤ φjet < 180◦). This is a consequence of the chaotic angular
momentum accreted by the SMBH. As can be seen in the bot-
tom two panels of Fig 3, the angular momentum of the accreted
gas varies extremely rapidly, both in θ and in φ, as clumps rain
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Fig. 4: Projection plots at t = 874.5 Myr, showing the central gas
disc in the cluster: Top row - density projections of the cluster
center along two different lines of sight, Bottom left: composite
x-ray image, using the same x-ray bins as in Figure 5, Bottom
right: jetscalar weighted temperature projection. Contours mark
tAGN = 10 and 50 Myr (solid, dashed). The SMBH location is
marked by a black cross, and the jet direction is shown by a
white dotted line in the right hand panels only.
down on the BH from all directions. As the BH spin evolution
is a continuous measure, it varies more slowly than the angular
momentum of the accreted gas. The only time both the gas an-
gular momentum and the BH spin direction settle occurs in the
period t = 820−950 Myr, when both the BH spin and the angular
momentum have θ ≈ 90◦ and φ close to zero (the apparent large
gap in φ at this time is a feature of the coordinate system chosen.
φ = 2◦ to φ = 178◦ only represents a rotation of 4◦, as both 0◦
and 180◦ are aligned with the z-axis of the box). At this time a
rotating central gas disc forms around the SMBH, as can be seen
in Fig. 4,which drives jet bubbles out to more than 70 kpc from
the cluster center. Dense clumps continue to exist at larger radii,
but are preferentially found outside the region recently affected
by AGN feedback (see solid grey contours on the image).
Our jets self-consistently produce a three-dimensional distri-
bution of fat feedback bubbles seen in Fig. 5, without the need
for adding an ad hoc precession or reorientation of the jet (as
done in e.g. Li & Bryan 2014a,b; Yang & Reynolds 2016a;
Ruszkowski et al. 2017; Li et al. 2017; Cielo et al. 2018; Martizzi
et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019). Firstly, the jet reorientation due
to spin helps to self-regulate the cooling flow in clusters (Cielo
et al. 2018) by more uniformly redistributing the energy in the
hot gas as long as the reorientation is moderate (i.e. not too close
to mimicking isotropic energy input, see Gaspari et al. 2012).
Secondly, the reorienting jet has important consequences for the
distribution of turbulence in the cluster center, as over time a
much larger volume is directly affected by the AGN jet. How-
ever, the bubbles shown here are less round and more broken
up than observed X-ray cavities in clusters. This is due to the
fact that in the absence of viscosity and magnetic fields, strong
Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities at the bub-
ble surface break up bubbles prematurely and shorten their over-
all lifetime (Ogiya et al. 2018).
While we explicitly track the spin evolution of the BH, as
described in Section 2.5, the magnitude of the BH spin remains
small throughout, as can be seen in Fig. 3, with a maximum spin
parameter of 0.08. This is partially a consequence of the model
chosen, as the MAD jet model always preferentially reduces the
spin of the BH. This low spin value in turn has consequences
for the jet direction, as the jet axis is aligned with the BH spin
axis. Due to the low spin value of the BH, the chaotic angular
momentum of accreted gas (see bottom two panels of Fig. 3),
driven by the chaotic infall of the clumps, is able to significantly
realign the spin axis throughout the simulation.
As can be seen in Eq. 5, the feedback energy of the BH is
determined by the feedback efficiency ηMAD, which in turn is
determined by the BH spin. Due to the consistently low spin-
values, the simulation presented here has an average luminosity-
weighted feedback efficiency of only 0.046.
To test the consequences of a higher initial spin value of the
BH, we ran a companion simulation to our fiducial simulation.
The only difference between the two was that the companion
simulation had an initial SMBH spin value of 0.8. As can be
seen in the top panel of Fig. 3, the SMBH spin persistently de-
creases over the course of the simulation, until it converges with
the fiducial simulation after ∼ 500 Myr. While the spin is high,
the jet changes direction very slowly in comparison to the fidu-
cial simulation, as the high angular momentum of the rapidly
spinning BH makes reorientation more difficult. Once the spin
has dropped below 0.4, the jet direction changes more rapidly
and the two simulations become statistically indistinguishable.
The bubbles remain comparatively fat even in the absence of pre-
cession. This is due to the fact that our jets are very light and hot,
and therefore over-pressurized in comparison to the background
medium. While injected bimodally, the bubbles quickly expand
outwards into the surrounding medium. We note that the absence
of magnetic fields, whose wound-up helical structure along the
jet is expected to keep it confined over kpc scales (see Pudritz
et al. 2012, for a review), will have contributed to the fatness
of the bubbles. We therefore postpone a comparison between
bubble structures in a high spin and a low spin case to future,
magnetised simulations.
3.3. Dense gas structures
3.3.1. Quantifying clump morphology
As can be seen visually in Fig. 1, the dense gas in the cluster cen-
ter can be found in clumps of a wide range of sizes and shapes.
A clump is defined here to be a connected volume of space, for
which all cells have a minimum density of 1 H cm−3 and a maxi-
mum temperature of 106 K. All properties are measured by sum-
ming over all cells contained within a given clump. Tracer parti-
cles are associated with a particular clump if they are contained
within the clump volume at the point of measurement.
To quantify this parameter space, we measured the physical
extent of individual clumps using the following methodology:
1. Find the center of mass for each clump by summing over all
cells contained within the clump, treating each cell as a point
mass located at the cell center.
2. Calculate the clump’s mass-weighted reduced inertia tensor
using
Ii, j =
∑
n=1
mnxn,ixn, j
R2n
(7)
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Fig. 5: Synthetic composite X-ray images of the cluster center, with 0.3-1.2 keV in red, 1.2-2 keV in green and 2-7 keV in blue, to
match the image of Perseus in Fabian et al. (2006), towards the beginning, middle and end of the simulation. Each channel is scaled
to highlight fainter features. Each image is 100 kpc across.
by summing over all cells n contained within a clump, where
xn,i is the ith coordinate of the nth cell within the clump,
measured in the center of mass frame of the clump. Rn is the
nths cells distance from said center of mass, and mn is its gas
mass.
3. Calculate the physical extent of the major axis rmaj by finding
the largest distance between any two cell centers contained
within the clump. To this value, ∆xmin is added to extrapolate
from the cell centers to the cell edges contained within the
clumps.
4. Find the axis vectors and axis length ratios using the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of the inertia tensor from Eq. 7.
5. Calculate the median and minor axis length, rmed and rmin
respectively, using the axis length ratios from the previous
step, and the length of the major axis, rmaj.
6. Calculate the volume of the ellipse defined by the three axes:
Vellipse =
4
3
pirmajrmedrmin. (8)
7. Calculate the volume filling fraction fV , which is defined to
be the ratio of the volume defined by the axis vectors, Vellipse
in Eq. 8, and the sum of the cell volumes contained within
the clump:
fV =
Vellipse∑
n
Vn
(9)
where Vn is the volume of the nth cell contained in the clump.
For solid, round clumps well described by an ellipse, fV will
have a value close to unity. For clumps with a complex mor-
phology, such as bent filaments and three-dimensional net-
works of filaments and clumps, the volume fraction will be
low as the axis vectors used to describe the ellipse mark the
total physical extent of the clump along a given axis vector in
3D space, and said ellipse will therefore contain many cells
outside the clump.
For further analysis, we split the population of clumps into
three categories depending on the length of their major axis rel-
ative to the mean major axis of the whole sample, r¯maj = 1.54
kpc, and the samples standard deviation σmaj = 1.42 kpc:
1. small clumps have a major axis rmaj < r¯maj = 1.54 kpc.
2. big clumps have a major axis length in the range r¯maj =
1.54 < rmaj < r¯maj + σmaj = 2.96 kpc.
3. filaments have rmaj > r¯maj + σmaj = 2.96 kpc.
Some example decompositions according to these criteria can be
seen in Fig. 6.
3.3.2. Clump properties
A variety of bulk clump properties versus axis length are shown
in Fig. 7, for the stacked sample of clumps of the whole simu-
lation. As can be seen in column (a), the distribution of major
axis lengths ranges from the resolution limit of the simulation to
very large, extended objects that have major axes of the order 10
kpc or more. The stacked sample shown here, which contains all
objects from all snapshots at all points in time of the simulation,
contains 37897 small clumps (87.4 %), 4283 big clumps (9.9 %)
and 1153 filaments (2.7 %).
As expected, smaller clumps contain less gas mass (Fig. 7,
column (b)), with a minimum gas mass for the current resolu-
tion of 5 × 105 M, and an average value of 1.8 × 107 M for
small clumps and 1.1×108 M for large clumps. The population
of filaments is much more massive, with an average gas mass
of 2.5 × 109 M. Structures with a mass above 109 M are all
classified as filamentary. This lower mass limit for gas clumps
is determined by the resolution. As we tested with a compan-
ion simulation, in which we reduced ∆xmin to 30 pc, i.e. a fac-
tor 4 smaller than in the fiducial simulation. With this improved
resolution, the gas structures fragment further into even smaller
clumps, with a new minimum mass of 2.2 × 103 M, and a new
minimum axis length still approaching the resolution limit. This
suggests that the shattering into smaller structures is by no means
complete, and with even more resolution, the clumps would con-
tinue to break apart, as in the "cloudlet" model by McCourt et al.
(2018). However, larger, filamentary structures continued to ex-
ist even in the higher resolution simulation.
In terms of shape, smaller clumps have higher values of fV ,
so they are indeed much more compact (column (c), Fig 7). Val-
ues of fV > 1 can occur for compact objects when the axis length
for the median and minor axis are under-estimated in compari-
son to the true extent of the clump which happens mainly for
clumps with less than 20 cells. However, the volume of the el-
lipse used to fit the clump never exceeds that of the sum of the
cells contained in the clump by more than 40 %. More extended
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Fig. 7: Clump properties for the whole sample (bottom row) and split into the three structure categories (top two rows). From left to
right: clump gas mass Mgas, volume ratio fV , distance between the clump center of mass and the cluster center rcenter, bulk velocity
vr and gas velocity dispersion within the clump σgas,radial. The probability distributions φ in the top row is mass weighted, while the
one in the row below is unweighted.
objects have fV far below unity, which is an indicator of complex
morphology. The most clumpy filament produced in this simula-
tion still has fV < 0.7 so large clumpy structures do not form at
any point of the simulation.
Small and big clumps have a similar radial distribution (col-
umn (d), Fig. 7) and are preferentially found between 3− 10 kpc
from the cluster center. Filaments, on the other hand, include
both a subsample found at large radii, and a sample of partic-
ularly extended structures in the cluster center, an example of
which can be seen in the right hand panel of Fig. 6. This sug-
gests that gas structures merge into larger objects as they reach
the cluster center, consistent with a model in which small struc-
tures rain down onto a central massive gas structure. This struc-
ture can take the form of a massive gas disk, as for example seen
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in Li & Bryan (2014a) and briefly also in the simulation pre-
sented here (see Fig. 4), or in the form of an extended but not
rotationally-supported object such as the one in the right hand
panel of Fig. 6, or the gas structures seen in the first, third and
fourth snapshot of Fig. 1.
In velocity space, all three populations are similarly dis-
tributed (column (e), Fig. 7), with no discernible difference in
the unweighted probability distribution of small and medium
clumps, as well as filaments. The mass-weighted distribution
in the top row shows that all three categories of structures are
preferentially infalling (i.e. have vr < 0). The time-stacked
sample of the simulation has an unweighted mean radial ve-
locity of 75 km s−1, with a full width half max of 198 km s−1,
where radial velocity is measured in 3D space with the SMBH
at the origin. Negative values denote gas falling towards the
SMBH. These values are comparable to observed bulk veloci-
ties of 100 km s−1 but are at the upper end of observed veloc-
ity widths of 100 − 218 km s−1 for molecular gas in Perseus
(Salomé, P. et al. 2008; Hitomi Collaboration 2016; Gendron-
Marsolais et al. 2018). By comparison, they fall easily within
the range of observed velocity widths for warm ionised gas in
massive clusters (Hamer et al. 2016). We note that, in contrast
to the observational values, the full width-half max calculated
here is calculated across the entire time-stacked sample, not just
along the line of sight. While the mean and dispersion values
show good agreement with observations, the sample of clumps
presented here has an overall larger velocity range than found in
cold-gas maps of nearby clusters, which report velocity values
across the map in the range of 350 km s−1 at most (Olivares et al.
2019; Gendron-Marsolais et al. 2018).
The velocity dispersion σgas,radial is defined to be the veloc-
ity dispersion of the radial velocities of all resolution elements
within an individual clump. It therefore quantifies the range of
velocities found within an individual object. Clumpy structures,
both small and big, have a low velocity dispersion (column (f),
Fig 7), i.e. a small range of radial velocities, with an average
value of just 90 km s−1. The bulk of the filaments, despite ma-
jor axis lengths of 10 kpc or more, have radial velocity disper-
sion of less than 200 km s−1 but there is a small population of
high-velocity dispersion objects with σgas > 200 km s−1, which
is preferentially populated by filaments: They make up 28 % of
the high dispersion objects versus only 2.7 % of the total sample.
Dynamically, the clumps are therefore a surprisingly uniform
population, despite more than 2 orders of magnitude in size dif-
ference, and more than 4 orders of magnitude in mass range. Gas
properties across all three populations are also similar, with a
temperature range of 10−106 K (the latter being the cut-off tem-
perature for the definition of a dense gas structure in this paper),
and densities in the range of 1− 105 H cm−3. The bulk of the gas
has a temperature around 104 K and a density of 10−103 H cm−3.
This is not to say that all objects have the same properties at a
given point in time, but that all types of objects can be found at
all points in phase space at some point throughout the simula-
tion.
The morphology and distribution of objects can vary strongly
on a 5 Myr timescale, as can be seen in Fig. 8. Overall, the
number of structures at all points in time is dominated by small
clumps, which are always the most abundant and make up
87.4 % of the time-integrated sample. During some parts of the
cooling-dominated phase, they also contain the bulk of the dense
gas mass, such as around 400 Myr and at 500−550 Myr. The rest
of the time, the bulk of dense gas mass can be found in filaments,
despite the fact that they only make up 2.7 % of the overall sam-
ple by number. Big clumps contain dense gas mass on the order
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Fig. 8: Time evolution of (from top to bottom) the number, total
dense gas mass, mean gas mass and mean distance to the cluster
center for the three structure categories. In the bottom two pan-
els, solid lines show the mean and shaded regions the range from
the 10th to the 90th percentile of the distribution. The dashed
grey line in all plots shows the AGN luminosity for comparison.
of that contained in the small clumps, but represent 9.9 % of the
total number of objects.
From Fig. 8, strong bursts of AGN feedback are followed by
a strong increase in the number of small clumps, as well as an
equally strong drop in both the total mass of gas contained in fil-
aments (second panel) and the average mass of gas per filament
(third panel). At the same time, the average radial distance be-
tween the cluster center and a clumps center of mass increases
(bottom panel). While the bulk of clumps can usually be found
within the central 20 kpc of the cluster, strong AGN outbursts
produce clumps at much larger radii, up to 50 kpc from the lo-
cation of the cluster center. This suggests a scenario where large
objects are being shattered into smaller clumps during their in-
teraction with strong AGN jets, and highlights the importance of
the AGN jet not just for slowing down cooling onto the cluster
center but also for the morphology and kinematics of the exist-
ing dense gas structures. The details of this interaction will be
explored further in the next section.
3.4. Uplifting
Uplifting has been used to explain the unstructured velocity pro-
files observed in nearby clusters (Pulido et al. 2018; Gendron-
Marsolais et al. 2018). When talking about uplifting dense gas
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in clusters, two different mechanisms need to be distinguished.
On the one hand, there is the entrainment of existing dense gas
by the AGN driven outflows, which turns previously infalling
dense gas into outflowing dense gas, which will be discussed in
this section. Alternatively, outflowing dense gas could form via
condensation at large radii, when gas is uplifted from the cluster
center by AGN jets, before being deposited at larger radii, where
local entropy conditions then allow gas to condense Voit et al.
(2017); Voit (2018).
The impact of one interaction between the AGN jet and
the dense gas in the cluster center, namely the outburst at
320 − 400 Myr, is shown visually in Fig. 9: at t = 323 Myr
(top left), the dense gas is predominantly infalling and con-
tained in radially oriented filaments. At this point in time, the
filaments contain Mgas,filaments = 1.7 × 1010M, i.e. 76 % of the
total dense gas mass, with an average gas mass per filament of
M¯gas,filaments = 1.47 × 108 M. As the AGN outburst commences,
fed by this infalling dense gas (t = 338 − 356 Myr, middle and
top right panel), the filaments are broken into small and medium
size clumps, and their velocity turns from infalling to outflowing.
By 371 Myr (bottom left), gas is predominatly outflowing, and
the total mass budget of 8.8 × 1010 M is evenly split between
small clumps, medium clumps and filaments. The filaments that
continue to exist are much less massive, with an average mass of
just M¯gas,filaments = 4.2 × 107 M.
By t = 388 Myr, the gas has reached its largest radial extent
for this episode and is beginning to fall back onto the cluster
center in the form of a shower of small, distinct clumps. From
371.9 Myr to 388.5 Myr, the total gas only increases by 5 %,
from 8.8 × 1010 M to 9.3 × 1010 M, but the total number of
objects triples as objects continue to break apart, from 244 at
371.9 Myr to 651 individual objects by 388.5 Myr. By this point,
small clumps dominate the population, as they represent 94 % of
objects and contain 64 % of the total gas mass, with a further
27 % contained in big clumps.
The timeseries of the number of different objects in the top
panel of Fig. 8 shows that this behaviour is generic for the cluster
presented here. Following a strong feedback outburst, the num-
ber of small objects spikes, while the total gas mass and the av-
erage mass per filament decrease strongly. At the same time, the
average distance for objects of all categories increases as they are
ejected from the cluster, with the outermost small clumps being
found as far as 40 kpc or more from the cluster center.
Looking directly at the number of inflowing and outflowing
objects, as shown in Fig. 10, strong AGN feedback bursts are fol-
lowed by a spike in the number of outflowing objects, as larger,
filamentary structures are entrained and broken up by the hot
winds of AGN feedback and lifted to larger radii. As gas is evac-
uated from the cluster center the AGN turns off. The entrained
clumps then decelerate under gravity and fall back onto the clus-
ter center. During this process, they shatter into even smaller
components so the number of individual objects continues to in-
crease even after the AGN has become quiescent again. As the
small clumps fall back onto the cluster center, they coalesce and
trigger another strong outburst of AGN feedback, which repeats
the cycle. The results presented in this paper are similar to work
by Yang & Reynolds (2016a), who presented evidence for ex-
isting dense gas to be redistributed by the AGN jet. Contrary to
their work, the dense gas in the simulations presented here is not
indestructible. In our simulations, only 25 % of the dense gas
survives its interaction with the hot jet. It gets entrained by the
AGN driven outflows and lifted to large radii. We note that, with
a temperature cut of 106 K, the gas discussed here is equivalent
to the ionised dense gas seen in observation, not to the molecular
gas. We expect that if we were able to adequately distinguish be-
tween ionised warm gas and molecular cold gas, the molecular
gas would be much more difficult to uplift by the AGN jet.
This is surprising in the context of work by Klein et al.
(1994), who showed that for adiabatic cold structures in hot
winds, the drag timescale tdrag ≈ χrclump/vwind is always longer
than the clump crushing timescale tcc ≈ χ1/2rclump/vwind, where
χ is the density contrast between wind and cold clump, rclump is
the clump radius and vwind is the relative velocity. It should there-
fore be impossible to accelerate cold clumps with a hot wind.
However, recent work by Gronke & Oh (2018) shows that ra-
diative cooling can replenish the cold clump mass from the hot
gas during uplifting and thereby dramatically increase the clump
lifetime. Under these assumptions, clumps with radii larger than
rclump > vwindtcool,mixing/χ, where tcool,mixing is the cooling time
in the mixing layer surrounding the cold clumps, should sur-
vive the uplifting process, as cooling from the hot to the cold
phase replenishes gas faster than cold gas from the clumps is
being evaporated. For the simulation presented here, the maxi-
mum outflow velocities in the vicinity of clumps is of the order
104 km s−1, the cooling time in the mixing layer around clumps is
of the order 0.1 Myr and the density contrast χ ≈ 104. Therefore,
clumps with a minimum value of rclump ≈ 1 pc should survive
their interaction with the hot wind, which is much smaller than
the smallest cell size of 120 pc. While poorly resolved clumps
most likely lack this mixing layer, and are therefore destroyed
during the jet interaction, well-resolved cold clouds would be
expected to survive their interaction with the hot outflows and
become entrained without being destroyed, as shown in Fig. 9.
These results are also in agreement with work by Armillotta et al.
(2017), who show that the bulk of cold gas in clouds with radii
above 250 pc survives being accelerated by a hot wind for 200
Myr. It is however likely that the 25 % of dense gas that survives
the interaction in our simulations is an overestimate, as work by
Sparre et al. (2019) showed that more highly resolved clouds
shatter more efficiently during their interaction with hot winds
and therefore have shorter overall lifetimes than less resolved
clouds.
In comparison to the observed velocity maps for Hα emitting
gas in Perseus by Gendron-Marsolais et al. (2018), the velocity
maps from our simulation (as shown in Fig. 9) are much more
coherent, with clumps either predominantly infalling or outflow-
ing in a given map. In this context we note that the maps in Fig.
9 show an unusual period for our cluster, i.e. the only AGN out-
burst during which the number of infalling clumps fall almost
to zero (see Fig. 10). This episode was chosen for analysis as
it illustrates uplifting by AGN feedback particularly cleanly. At
other points in time, dense gas can be observed to be inflowing
and outflowing at the same time in our simulation, due to the
directionality of the jet and the limited width of the jet cone.
It is also important to remember that the observed veloci-
ties are line-of-sight velocities, while Fig. 9 shows radial ve-
locities. As can be seen visually in Fig. 11, which shows both
radial velocities (top row) and line-of-sight velocities (bottom
row) for an inflowing dominated (left column), an outflow dom-
inated (middle panel) and a mixed (right column) point in time,
the line-of-sight velocities appear less ordered than the radial ve-
locities. The outflow or inflow dominated nature of the flow (left
or middle panels respectively) cannot easily be recovered from
line-of-sight velocity maps. This difficulty in distinguishing be-
tween flow patterns in the frame of the cluster, and line-of-sight
flow patterns, is even more obvious in Fig. 12, which shows the
radial velocity probability distributions for the three snapshots
in Fig. 11, as well as that for the three line-of-sight velocities
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(a) Visual time evolution of one episode of AGN feedback that starts around t = 350 Myr. Only the dense gas is plotted. The colourmap shows the
radial velocity of the gas, with negative values denoting infall, with the background color set to grey for clarity. The location of the BH is marked
by a cross, and the contours show the extent of the AGN feedback bubbles produced by the feedback event that starts at t = 323 Myr.
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(b) Time evolution of dense gas mass contained in the three categories over the same period of time. Vertical grey lines mark the outputs shown in
the top panel.
Fig. 9: Visual time evolution of one episode of AGN feedback that starts around t = 350 Myr (top plot) and time evolution of dense
gas mass contained in the three categories over the same period of time (bottom plot).
(here aligned with the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis of the box re-
spectively). In all three cases, the line-of-sight velocities fail to
recover the radial velocity pattern, even if the flow is clearly
inflow or outflow dominated, and predict a more gaussian-like
pattern with a mean velocity close to zero. The Gaussian dis-
tribution of line-of-sight velocities is expected for infalling or
outflowing gas distributed roughly spherically around the clus-
ter center. Therefore, the chaotic velocity patterns observed in
nearby clusters are not necessarily evidence for the absence of
coherent radial flow of the gas.
3.5. Condensation
As first proposed in McCourt et al. (2012), and then shown in
idealised simulations by Sharma et al. (2012), dense gas can
form out of the hot ICM via local thermal instability, even if
the cluster is globally thermally stable. Condensation can happen
when locally, tcool/tff falls below 1, and is suppressed for higher
values. With sufficient uplifting of gas from the cluster center,
condensation can occur for larger values of the radial tcool/tff pro-
file, up to the range of 10 − 30 (Voit et al. 2017; Voit 2018), as
also seen in observations (Hogan et al. 2017; Pulido et al. 2018;
Olivares et al. 2019).
In the simulation presented here, we can use the tracer par-
ticles to estimate the condensation rate of dense gas. As each
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Fig. 10: Time evolution of the total number of inflowing and
outflowing clumps. The AGN luminosity is shown as a dotted
line for comparison. The solid background highlights the event
shown in Fig. 9.
tracer particle has a unique identification number and traces
2 × 104 M of gas mass, the trajectories of tracer particles can
be used to track gas flows throughout the simulation. The total
mass of gas transferred from the hot, diffuse to dense phase be-
tween two simulation outputs can be estimated by counting the
number of tracer particles that pass from the diffuse phase to the
dense phase between two simulation outputs. The condensation
rate M˙condensed is then found by dividing the newly condensed
gas mass Mcondensed by the time it took to assemble it.
As can be seen in the left hand panels of Fig. 13, our simula-
tion confirms that condensation primarily occurs when tcool/tff <
20. This is somewhat higher than prediction from idealised cool-
ing simulations (Sharma et al. 2012; McCourt et al. 2012), most
likely because the hot gas along the jet drives up the spherically
averaged cooling time, but in line with observed values (Hogan
et al. 2017; Olivares et al. 2019). Profiles of tcool/tff during the
cooling dominated phases, which produce the bulk of the con-
densation, are generally ordered, with a clear minimum around
10 kpc. During heating dominated phases, by contrast, profiles
show a much wider range of shapes as gas heated by the AGN
rises to large radii in the form of hot bubbles, which signifi-
cantly increase the cooling time both in the center and at larger
radii. Some condensation continues during the heating domi-
nated phases, and while the condensation remains confined to
< 20 kpc from the cluster centers, the values of tcool/tff can be as
high as 50 even for actively cooling clusters. We postulate that
this continued condensation is due to the multiphase structure of
the ICM and the directionality of AGN feedback. Both tcool and
tff are calculated for the hot ICM only, and it takes even strong
AGN feedback bursts some time to reach large volume filling
factors and shut off condensation completely.
This hypothesis is confirmed by the condensation time-series
in Fig. 14, which shows that condensation is highest towards the
minimum of heating-dominated phases and falls to zero as the
AGN feedback continues of impact the ICM. Fig. 14 also shows
that at the end of cooling-dominated phases, condensation oc-
curs preferentially onto filamentary structures, but by the end of
heating-dominated phases and the beginning of the next cooling-
dominated phases, condensation occurs preferentially onto small
and big clumps, in line with the uplifting - shattering - reconden-
sation picture presented in Section 3.4.
As can be seen in Fig. 14, the total condensation rate of the
cluster varies with time, ranging from a minimum of 3 M yr−1
at the beginning of cooling dominated intervals to a maximum
of up to 1.8 × 103 M yr−1 towards the end of cooling domi-
nated phases. While the bulk of condensation takes place onto
filaments, smaller and big clumps dominate when condensation
rates are low. As discussed in the context of the clusters SFR in
Section 3.1, this condensation rate is high in comparison to the
observed condensation rate for Perseus, which is in the range of
50 − 100 M (Fabian 2012). In future work, we will explore if
this over-cooling occurs because of the omission of non-thermal
energies from cosmic rays in the work presented here, which
are expected to be able to offset as much as 60 % of the ther-
mal cooling in a cluster environment (Pfrommer 2013; Jacob &
Pfrommer 2017a,b; Ruszkowski et al. 2017).
While the areas of high condensation rate are confined to
the minima of the tcool/tff profiles, dense gas can be found over
a much wider range of radii (see righthand panels of Fig. 13),
and significant amounts of dense gas can also be observed dur-
ing heating-dominated times. This is due to the fact that existing
dense gas free-falls onto the cluster center from its formation lo-
cation around 10 kpc, and is uplifted to larger radii due to its
interactions with AGN feedback. The location at which dense
gas is observed is therefore not a perfect proxy for where it is
formed, as the kinematics in active clusters are complex and sub-
ject to hysteresis.
This can be seen in more detail when comparing the radial
and velocity distributions for stacked samples of newly con-
densed gas (left panel) and dense gas (right panel) in Fig. 15.
While some amount of condensation occurs over the full pa-
rameter space of radii and velocities occupied by dense clumps,
the distribution in both radius and velocity is different for newly
condensed gas and dense gas in general. As shown in both the
mass distribution in Fig. 15, and in the probability distributions
in Fig. 16, dense gas is preferentially found at the cluster center,
whereas condensation preferentially occurs at larger radii, with
a peak of the distribution at 10 kpc. In velocity space, both exist-
ing dense gas and new condensation are preferentially infalling,
but condensation has a broader distribution towards negative val-
ues, with a mean velocity at −155.6 km/s for condensation com-
pared to −104.3 km/s for dense gas. Overall, only 75.9 % of gas
is infalling, while 82.1 % of condensation occurs onto infalling
clumps. This means that while the bulk of newly condensed gas
is infalling, with an average condensation rate onto inflowing gas
of 2.56 M yr−1, there is also evidence for gas condensation onto
outflowing clumps, which have an average condensation rate of
1.05 M yr−1.
We therefore conclude that condensation occurs preferen-
tially onto infalling clumps within the radial range of 5 − 15
kpc, but approximately a fifth of all condensation occurs onto
outflowing gas.
4. Discussion
In this paper, we have studied the formation, evolution and de-
struction of dense gas in the center of a Perseus-like cluster, un-
der the influence of a spin-driven AGN jet, with a particular fo-
cus on the role of uplifting and condensation on the kinematics
and morphology of the dense gas.
4.1. Cooling and star formation
As reported in Section 3.1 and shown again in Fig. 17, the star
formation rate of the cluster (solid line) is much higher than ob-
served values for Perseus, such as for example the 71 M yr−1
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Fig. 11: Density weighted velocity projections of the dense gas at three different points in time. The top row shows the radial velocity
for each snapshot, the bottom row the corresponding line of sight velocity (here chosen to be the z-axis of the simulation box).
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Fig. 12: Distribution of resolution elements in radial velocity, and line of sight velocity along the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis of the
simulation box respectively, for the three snapshots in time shown in Fig. 11.
measured by Mittal et al. (2015) (dotted line). As discussed in
Section 3.1, this could be due to an overly high cooling rate of
the gas, or because too much of the resulting dense gas is turned
into stars.
To compare the star formation efficiency of the cluster with
observation, Fig. 17 shows both the total dense gas condensation
rate M˙cond from Fig. 14 and a naive cooling rate, defined as
M˙cool,naive =
Mgas(r < rcool)
tcool(rcool)
(10)
following McDonald et al. (2018), where Mgas(r < rcool) is the
total gas mass contained within the cooling radius rcool, which in
turn is defined to be the radius at which the cooling time profile,
tcool(r) = 3 Gyr.
As can be seen in Fig. 17, both the time series and the aver-
age value for M˙cool,naive are a factor 2-4 higher than the observed
value, except during the disc-dominated stage between 850 - 950
Myr. By contrast, the dense gas condensation rate, M˙cond shows
significant variablity but has a time-averaged value that is close
to the naive observed cooling rate. It is also noticeably lower
than the naive cooling rate, suggesting that reheating by the AGN
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Fig. 14: Time evolution for the gas condensation rate onto the
dense structures in the simulation. See text for how the conden-
sation rate is calculated.
keeps the majority of cooling gas from cooling efficiently and
prevents it from condensating into dense gas.
Looking at the resulting star formation efficiencies (cool,
bottom panel), the average value of cool = SFR/M˙cool,naive =
0.19 ± 0.27 is only slightly higher than the cool = 0.16 reported
by (McDonald et al. 2018), but the scatter on this value is large.
The error on cool given here is equal to one standard deviation
of the distribution.
Looking at the efficiency of converting dense gas into stars,
cond = SFR/M˙cond = 0.76 ± 1.37 means that the majority of
dense gas is turned into stars. This shows that despite individual
cold clumps loosing as much as 75% of their mass during inter-
actions with strong feedback episodes such as the one shown in
Fig. 9, only about a quarter of the total dense gas is returned to
the hot phase in this manner. Destroying dense gas once it has
condensed is therefore not an efficient mechanism to regulate
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Fig. 15: Phase plot of the total condensation rate (left) and total
dense gas mass (right) over a range of radial positions and radial
velocities of the clumps. Data shown here is stacked over all
clumps at all snapshots of the simulation.
star formation in the cluster. Given the large variation in cond,
the instantaneous SFR is not a reliable tracer of M˙cond, the cold
gas formation rate of the cluster.
Fig. 17 also shows that in general M˙cool,naive >> M˙cond, so
the vast majority of gas that cools out of the hot phase does not
reach the dense phase, and is instead reheated by the AGN be-
fore condensing fully. As already known from the classic cooling
flow problem and confirmed here more quantitatively, M˙cool,naive
is therefore not a good tracer of the overall cooling budget of the
cluster as M˙cond/M˙cool,naive = 0.38 ± 0.27 on average, with the
error again denoting a standard deviation.
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It is possible that we overestimate the star formation rate in
dense gas, as we use a comparatively simple density-based star
formation recipe of the form ρ˙∗ = ∗ρ/tff , which does not take the
effects of small-scale turbulence into account, and could there-
fore be too efficient for the context shown here (Shi et al. 2011;
Salomé et al. 2016).
4.2. Filament lifetimes
One notable result of our simulations is that extended gas struc-
tures form preferentially during comparatively AGN quiet times,
and are readily destroyed in the interaction with AGN feedback.
While this interaction between dense gas and AGN feedback is
one of the requirements for effective self-regulation of cooling in
the cluster, it also means that the lifetime of filaments is limited
by the length of AGN duty cycles.
While as much as 25 % of the dense gas mass survives the
interaction with the hot, AGN driven outflows, larger structures
are broken into smaller structures in the process. The result is
a volume-filling distribution of small clumps, which are at first
outflowing and then fall back onto the cluster center. Such a
clumpy morphology of the dense gas is not supported by ob-
servations, which show more extended, filamentary structures
(Conselice et al. 2001; Fabian et al. 2006). Two possible expla-
nations come to mind.
One possibility is that the dense filaments are too readily de-
stroyed in our simulations. If physical processes not modelled
here, such as notably magnetic fields, could support the filaments
against fragmentation, they might survive their interaction with
the AGN jet and retain their extended morphology for longer.
This hypothesis is supported by work on the survival rate of iso-
lated clumps accelerated by hot, magnetised winds (Shin et al.
2008; McCourt et al. 2015; Xu & Lazarian 2018), which show
that magnetised winds draw spherical clouds out into extended,
filamentary structures instead of evaporating them or breaking
them into smaller clumps. From this point of view, we over-
estimate the fragmentation rate of dense filaments into the hot
ICM.
The other possibility is that we underestimate the ability of
AGN feedback to destroy dense clumps, for example by under-
resolving the mixing layers at the outer clump surface (Gronke &
Oh 2018), or simply due to lack of resolution to follow the frag-
mentation process to smaller scales. This hypothesis is supported
by our high-resolution companion simulation, which showed
that the fraction of dense gas that survives this particular up-
lifting event falls from 25 % at a resolution of ∆xmin = 120 pc to
19 % at a resolution of ∆xmin = 30 pc. The fact that the minimum
clump size remains at the resolution limit shows that this process
is by no means converged, and higher resolution would likely
lead to even smaller clumps and even lower dense gas survival
rates. This question has been investigated further by McCourt
et al. (2018), who report that for individual clouds accelerated
by a hot wind, even a sub-pc scale resolution is insufficient for
fragmentation to converge. Based on work by Armillotta et al.
(2017), the survival rates for small gas clumps in hot winds is
very low, which suggests that we would expect the gas currently
contained in our small, compact gas clumps to break into an even
large number of even smaller clumps until it evaporates entirely
and mixes back into the ICM. From this point of view, we are
under-estimating the fragmentation rate of small clumps, as well
as under-estimating the ability of the AGN to evaporate dense
gas.
4.3. The width of filaments
Throughout this paper, we have shown that extended dense gas
structures readily form in the cluster center. While our filamen-
tary dense gas structures show maximal extents of 1-10 kpc, in
agreement with observations (Conselice et al. 2001), many of
our structures appear much wider than the observed 70 pc.
Resolution will play a role in determining the width of the fil-
aments, particularly for very thin filaments which currently have
a width close to the resolution limit, such as the long, thing struc-
tures seen in the left two panels of Fig. 6. A comparison simula-
tion with higher resolution of ∆xmin = 30 pc, run for only a span
of 15 Myr, produced thinner filaments than the fiducial simula-
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tion at 120 pc. However, many filaments seen in the fiducial sim-
ulation, such as for example the extended structures in the right
hand panel of Fig. 6, are well resolved at the current resolution
and therefore not influenced by improvements in resolution.
One process not modelled here, which is thought to play an
important role in the morphology of filaments, is anisotropic
thermal conduction along magnetic field lines. In the presence
of anisotropic thermal conduction, in combination with mag-
netic fields, the characteristic thermal collapse length scale (the
field length) becomes much larger along field lines than per-
pendicular to it (Field 1965), as thermal energy is preferentially
redistributed along field lines. Collapse therefore preferentially
occurs perpendicular to magnetic field lines, smearing spheri-
cal collapse out along magnetic field lines. Isolated simulations
have shown that in the presence of magnetic fields, local thermal
instabilities do indeed produce more extended filamentary gas
structures (McCourt et al. 2012; Ji et al. 2018; Xu & Lazarian
2018) compared to more clumpy dense gas for the purely hy-
drodynamical runs. While this process could help smear dense,
round clumps into long, extended filaments, it is unlikely to
make the existing filaments thinner. Understanding why the fil-
aments reported here take their particular shapes, and how their
morphology might change in the presence of magnetic fields and
cosmic rays, will be the subject of future work.
Another limitation of our work is that with many structures
shown here at the resolution limit of the simulation, it will be
impossible to resolve the detailed internal structure observed for
filaments, which consist of dense molecular clumps surrounded
by an H-α envelope (Salomé, P. et al. 2006; Salomé et al. 2011).
With a more complex internal structure and gas dynamics, we
would expect the energy balances of filaments to change, with
as of yet poorly understood consequences for their morphology.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated the formation and evolution
of dense gas in the center of a Perseus-like cluster under the in-
fluence of a spin driven AGN jet, using hydrodynamical simula-
tions.
We showed that:
1. Under the influence of the AGN jet, the cluster undergoes re-
peated cycles of cooling dominated phases, when dense gas
builds up in the cluster center, and heating dominated phases,
when the total amount of dense gas decreases. Cycle lengths
are on the order of 100 Myr, but show significant variation.
(Section 3.1)
2. For low black hole spin values, the chaotic cold accretion
onto the cluster center is able to continuously reorient the
spin axis, with characteristic reorientation timescales of the
order of 10 Myr, allowing the jet to sweep out the full param-
eter space in both polar and azimuthal angle. (Section 3.2)
3. The morphology of dense gas is highly variable throughout
the simulation, with between 20 and 620 individual dense
structures present at a given point in time. (Section 3.3)
4. Major axis lengths of individual clumps range from the reso-
lution limit of the simulation up to more than 30 kpc. Larger
clumps have more complex, filamentary morphologies than
smaller objects, which tend to be rounder and compacter.
(Section 3.3)
5. We find evidence for uplifting of existing dense gas by the
AGN, with dense gas defined to have a maximum temper-
ature of 106 K. During a strong feedback episode, larger,
infalling structures fragment into smaller clumps under the
influence of the hot outflows driven by the AGN. In the pro-
cess, they lose up to 75 % of their gas mass and become
entrained and ejected from the cluster center. (Section 3.4)
6. Despite these high mass loss rates for individual clumps,
75.7 % of the total dense gas is turned into stars during the
course of the simulations. Despite individual clumps loos-
ing up to 75 % of their mass during interactions with AGN
jets, destruction of dense gas via AGN feedback is therefore
not an efficient channel to regulate star formation in clusters.
(Section 4.1)
7. A second round of fragmentation into even smaller clumps
occurs at the top of the ballistic orbit, before surviving
dense clumps fall back onto the cluster center where they
re-coalesce into larger objects. (Section 3.4)
8. Condensation takes place preferentially when tcool/tff < 20,
which occurs primarily during cooling dominated phases of
the cluster, and in the radial range of 5−15 kpc. Heating dom-
inated phases see more disturbed profiles of tcool/tff without a
clear minimum as the ICM is heating by the AGN feedback.
(Section 3.5)
9. Dense gas continues to be observable even during heating-
dominated phases, and is preferentially found at smaller radii
than condensation, i.e. at r < 5 kpc, but can be found as far
out as 30 kpc due to uplifting. The presence of dense gas is
therefore not a reliable tracer for condensation. (Section 3.5)
10. While 82.1 % of condensation of gas from the hot ICM
onto dense clumps occurs on infall, there is also evidence
for continued condensation for outflowing gas, with out-
flowing dense clumps having an average condensation rate
of 1.06 M yr−1, compared to 2.56 M yr−1 for infalling
clumps. (Section 3.5)
11. Both direct uplifting of dense gas and condensation of gas
from the hot, diffuse to the dense phase in outflowing gas
has been invoked to explain the unstructured velocity maps
observed in nearby clusters. While we find evidence for both
mechanisms, and confirm a general lack of rotation in the
dense gas, we also caution that the observed line of sight ve-
locities fail to show coherent radial flow patterns even when
they are present in the dense gas (Section 3.4).
12. Neither the naive cooling rate M˙cool,naive nor the SFR are re-
liable observational tracers of the cold gas formation rate
M˙cond. (Section 4.1)
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